Whether you run a quick service or table service restaurant, you understand the delicate balance required to provide excellent customer service while also keeping close control of operating costs. The Aloha Inventory solution provides easy-to-use tools to effectively manage food, beverage and paper costs allowing you to spend more time running your business. You can ensure you have the freshest ingredients on hand to meet customer needs while also managing inventory levels to control costs more efficiently.

**ALOHA INVENTORY**
for the hospitality industry

---

**IMPROVE INVENTORY FORECASTING**
Reduce your standing inventory to proper levels for your business and direct it to other areas to grow your business. Through the use of sales projections, you will be able to order product when you need it, and stock only what you will need.

**MAKE GOOD DECISIONS QUICKLY**
Use accurate information presented in a comprehensive format to make smart business decisions.

**IMPROVE CUSTOMER SERVICE**
Spend less time on administration and more time servicing customers and coaching employees.

**CONTROL FOOD COSTS**
Minimize inventory waste and streamline your ordering and receiving process.
Aloha Inventory Control is a powerful software tool that makes it easy for you to take control of your inventory without spending an excessive amount of time. Inventory Control automatically manages factors affecting your inventory on a daily basis and tracks the movement of inventory items into and out of stock, including stock held in stock centers and revenue centers. This movement may include receipts, transfers in or out, sales, consumption, promotions, donations, raw waste, finished waste and more.

**ACCU R A T E & EASY RECEIVING**
- Receive goods based on the purchase order being automatically converted to your receiving invoice
- Control what comes in the door by verifying and tracking price, cost, item quantity and vendor substitution

**S I M P L I F I E D C O U N T I N G**
- Count and track your inventory easily via any method you prefer
- Can count bar codes and inventory using handheld devices

**INVENTORY FORECASTING**
- Order product when you need it and stock only what you need
- System indicates what to produce for your next production cycle based on previous history

**M U L T I - U N I T  M A N A G E M E N T**
- Control top-level inventory management items for stores such as recipe updates, price changes, menu item additions and vendor modifications
- Improve your current cost of goods sold through the needed corporate inventory exception reporting

**KEY FEATURES:**
- "Sales Wizard" for product forecasting, reporting and purchase order creation
- Vendor price history and product quotes for competitive analysis
- Up to 99 stored periods of transaction history
- Multiple costing methods (FIFO, average and standard)
- Automatic conversion between units of measure for purchase, count and usage
- Tracking of multiple vendors and stocking locations per item
- Accurate update of general ledger
- Audit trails of sales and inventory edits
- Easy to operate
- Entire Windows™ 32-bit design
- Reporting designed with filter and sort options for user-defined count
- Historical sales comparison
- Par and projected order capabilities
- Support for handheld inventory device